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Abstract 15 
Orthopyroxene is an abundant mineral in subducting slabs. Studies on its phase 16 
transitions at high pressure are important to understand the mineralogy of subducting 17 
slabs in the deep Earth. Synchrotron-based single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiments 18 
were conducted on a synthetic Ni-bearing ferrosilite (Ni-En31Fs65) at high pressures up 19 
to 33.8 GPa. Three phase transitions were observed at 12.1(6) GPa, 15.6(6) GPa, and 20 
31.3(25) GPa, respectively. The first two phase transitions in Ni-En31Fs65 resemble the 21 
previously described phase transitions in Ni-free Fe-rich orthopyroxenes, i.e., the initial 22 
α-opx (Pbca) transforms into the β-opx (P21/c), then the latter transforms into the γ-23 
opx (Pbca). This indicates that the incorporation of a few mol. % NiSiO3 does not 24 
influence the phase transition path of Fe-rich orthopyroxene. After the third phase 25 
transition, the structure (P21ca) of Ni-En31Fs65 resembles the previously reported β-26 
popx observed in En90 at high pressure, although the onset pressure of the phase 27 
transition in Ni-En31Fs65 is ~7 GPa lower than that in En90. β-popx has a post-pyroxene 28 
structure that contains five and six coordinated Si cations. The results of this study 29 
indicate that the post-pyroxene structure is β-popx (P21ca) for either Fe-poor or Fe-rich 30 
orthopyroxenes, although the phase transition path before the pyroxene → post-31 
pyroxene is compositionally dependent. Additionally, unlike the second and third 32 
transitions, whose onset pressures are monotonously decreased by increasing Fe 33 
content, the Fe effect on shifting the first transition is much more significant for 34 
orthopyrxoenes within En < 50 mol. % than that within En > 50 mol. %.  35 
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Introduction 36 

Orthopyroxene is a major rock-forming mineral in the subducting oceanic slabs. A 37 
typical subducting slab is composed of three layers, with the basaltic crust layer atop, 38 
and the residual harzburgite and lherzolite at the middle and bottom, respectively 39 
(Ringwood 1982). Harzburgite and lherzolite commonly contain more than 20 vol. % 40 
orthopyroxene (Bodinier and Godard 2007). It has been proposed that pyroxene 41 
minerals could survive as metastable phases in cold subducting slabs as the low-42 
temperature conditions largely inhibit the pyroxene-majorite transition (Nishi et al. 43 
2013; Van Mierlo et al. 2013). Therefore, investigating the phase transitions of 44 
orthopyroxene at high pressures and high temperatures is important to understand the 45 
mineralogy of subducting slabs.  46 

In recent years, room-temperature high-pressure single-crystal X-ray diffraction 47 
(SCXRD) has revealed several high-pressure phases of orthopyroxene. The initial 48 
orthopyroxene (α-opx, Pbca space group) transforms into a monoclinic structure (β-49 
opx, P21/c) at pressures ranging from 6 GPa to 16 GPa depending on the contents of 50 
Fe, Al and Ca (e.g., Lin et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2012; Dera et al. 2013a; Zhang et al. 51 
2013a; Zhang et al. 2013b; Finkelstein et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2020; Li et al. 2022). With 52 
increasing pressure, β-opx transforms into α-popx (P21ca; Finkelstein et al. (2015) 53 
when the molar percentage (M; mol. %) of enstatite (En, MgSiO3) of the sample is 54 
higher than ~80 mol. %, otherwise it transforms into γ-opx (Pbca; Dera et al. 2013a). 55 
The onset pressure (12-31 GPa) of the β-opx → γ-opx transition is also depending on 56 
the contents of Fe, Al, and Ca (Xu et al. 2020; Xu et al. 2022). After the β-opx → γ-opx 57 
transition, no further phase transitions have been observed; in comparison, α-popx → 58 
β-popx (P21ca, post-pyroxene structure; Finkelstein et al. (2015) transition in En90Fs10 59 
(Fs is ferrosilite, FeSiO3) has been observed at ~40 GPa. It should be noted that the 60 
high-pressure SCXRD measurement (Xu et al. 2018) up to 34 GPa did not observe 61 
phase transition in end-member enstatite (En100) after the α-opx → β-opx transition but 62 
high-pressure Raman spectroscopy experiment (Serghiou et al. 2000) revealed a new 63 
phase (at ~40 GPa) whose structure resembles that of the β-popx after the α-opx → β-64 
opx transition. High-pressure and high-temperature SCXRD and Raman spectroscopy 65 
studies revealed that the α-opx → β-opx → γ-opx transitions could occur for 66 
orthopyroxenes under the pressure-temperature conditions of the cold slab center within 67 
the transition zone (Zhang et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2022). 68 

Nonetheless, the compositional effects on the high-pressure phase transition of 69 
orthopyroxene have not yet been well constrained. On the one hand, β-popx is observed 70 
as the high-pressure phase for En90 after the β-opx → α-popx transition (Finkelstein et 71 
al. (2015). But it is still unclear whether β-popx is also the high-pressure phase of 72 
orthopyroxenes that are more Fe-rich than En90 after the β-opx → γ-opx transition. On 73 
the other hand, Xu et al. (2022) found that, for the En-Fs solid solutions, varying Fe 74 
content has little effect on the pressure of the α-opx → β-opx (Pα-β) within MEn = 44 - 75 
100, and suggested that the effect of varying Fe on Pα-β is more significant within MEn 76 
= 0 - 44, which needs to be verified. Thus, studies on the high-pressure phase transitions 77 
of Fe-rich orthopyroxenes are needed to address these concerns. 78 
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Other than Fe, Al, and Ca, Ni commonly occurs in natural orthopyroxene and the NiO 79 
content in orthopyroxene can be as high as ~1 wt. % in Ni-enriched mantle peridotite 80 
(Ishimaru and Arai 2008). Thus, experimental studies on Ni-bearing orthopyroxene 81 
could provide a more comprehensive understanding of the phase transitions of 82 
orthopyroxene group. Our recent study has reported that Ni-bearing enstatite 83 
(Mg0.95Ni0.05SiO3) transforms from the initial α-opx into the β-opx at 13.5 GPa but with 84 
increasing pressure, the β-opx does not transform into the γ-opx or the α-popx, instead, 85 
it transforms into a new high-pressure phase (β-opxII, P21/c space group) at 29.8 GPa 86 
(Xu et al. 2018), indicating that the incorporation of a few mol. % NiSiO3 could change 87 
the phase transitions of orthopyroxene at high pressures. However, it remains unknown 88 
whether the incorporation of a few mol. % NiSiO3 would influence the phase transitions 89 
of Fe-rich orthopyroxenes at high pressures. The answer to this is important for us when 90 
we model the metastable phases of Ni-, Fe-bearing orthopyroxene in the deep earth, 91 
which demands further studies on the high-pressure phase transitions of Ni-, Fe-bearing 92 
orthopyroxene. 93 

Therefore, in this study, we performed high-pressure SCXRD experiments on a 94 
synthetic Ni-bearing ferrosilite to constrain the compositional (Ni and Fe) effects on 95 
the phase transitions of orthopyroxene.  96 

Experiments 97 

We synthesized the Ni-bearing ferrosilite from a mixture of high-purity SiO2, MgO, 98 
Fe2O3, Fe, and NiO, using a multi-anvil press apparatus at the Institute of Geochemistry, 99 
Chinese Academy of Sciences. The sample synthesis was conducted at 1000 °C and 3 100 
GPa for 24 hours, and the detailed description can be seen in the authors’ previous study 101 
(Xu et al. 2018). The obtained crystals from the quenched samples were between 40-102 
100 μm in size. Electron microprobe analyses (EMPA) were carried out using a JXA 103 
8230, operating at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV and a beam current of 20 nA, and 104 
the focused beam was ~5 μm. The chemical formula was estimated as 105 
Mg0.31Fe0.65Ni0.04SiO3 (Ni-En31Fs65, hereafter). 106 

We selected a crystal with a size ca. 40 × 20 × 10 μm3 and loaded it into a short-107 
symmetric diamond anvil cell (DAC) for the ambient and high-pressure SCXRD 108 
experiments. The DAC was equipped with two type-Ⅰ diamonds with 300 μm culet size 109 
and two Boehler-Almax-type WC seats, allowing a ±32 ° opening angle. A rhenium 110 
plate with an initial thickness of 250 μm was indented to ~50 μm to serve as the gasket, 111 
and a laser-drilled hole with 180 μm in diameter in the indented area was the sample 112 
chamber. The selected crystal, a small ruby sphere, and a gold foil were loaded into the 113 
sample chamber (Figure 1) before loading neon as the pressure medium using the gas 114 
loading system at GSECARS, Advanced Photon Source (APS; Rivers et al. 2008). The 115 
gold foil (Fei et al. 2007) was used as the pressure marker in the processes of high-116 
pressure experiments. 117 

The SCXRD experiments were carried out with a six-circle diffractometer at the 118 
experimental station 13-BM-C of APS, Argonne National Laboratory. The incident X-119 
ray was monochromated to a wavelength of 0.434 Å with a focused beam size of 12 × 120 
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18 μm2. A MAR165 CCD was used to acquire the diffraction image, and the tilting and 121 
rotation of the detector and the sample-to-detector distance were calibrated using LaB6 122 
powder as the diffraction standard (Zhang et al. 2017). We collected diffraction data at 123 
27 different pressures from room pressure to 33.8 GPa. We noted that as the sample 124 
chamber shrank too much, the highest experimental pressure was 33.8 GPa. As shown 125 
in Figure 1(d) the Re peaks occurred when we collected sample data at 33.8 GPa, 126 
indicating that high-quality SCXRD data cannot be ensured at higher pressures. At each 127 
pressure, the φ-rotation scan was with a step size of 1 ° and an exposure time of 1 s/°, 128 
and the rotation range was the same as the DAC opening angle. Besides, we collected 129 
increased diffraction peaks with multiple detector positions (Xu et al. 2017a) at 10 of 130 
the 27 pressures for full structure determination. 131 

The diffraction images were processed using the GSE_ADA/RSV software package 132 
(Dera et al. 2013b) to extract the unit-cell information and peak intensities. The refined 133 
unit-cell parameters are shown in Table S1. We used SHELXL (Sheldrick 2008) 134 
software via Olex2 (Dolomanov et al. 2009) user interface to refine the crystal structure 135 
at different pressures, and the VESTA software (Momma and Izumi 2011) was used to 136 
calculate polyhedral parameters. We used the orthopyroxene structure from the 137 
previous study (Xu et al. 2018) as the starting model. According to the chemical formula 138 
of orthopyroxene (M02M01T2O6), the M01 and M02 site was set to be fully occupied 139 
by Mg and Fe, while the T site was set to be filled with Si. We did not consider Ni in 140 
the refinement as it has a similar electron number to Fe and its insignificant content 141 
compared to Mg and Fe. We used the chemical data from the EMPA to constrain the 142 
overall contents of Fe and Mg during the structural refinement. Atoms residing at the 143 
same site were constrained to share the same atomic displacement parameters (ADPs) 144 
and the same fractional coordinates. Isotropic ADPs were used for all atoms. The 145 
crystallographic information files (CIF) are available in the supporting material. The 146 
structural refinement details, atomic coordinates, occupancies, bond lengths, and 147 
polyhedral parameters are summarized in Tables S2-S7. 148 

Results 149 

The Ni-En31Fs65 underwent three phase transitions with increasing pressure up to 33.8 150 
GPa. As shown by the diffraction images in Figure 1, diffraction peak changes occurred 151 
at 12.7 GPa, 16.2 GPa, and 33.8 GPa, indicating structure changes. From room pressure 152 
to 11.5 GPa, the diffraction peaks were perfectly indexed with the initial α-opx and the 153 
unit-cell parameters a, b, and c decreased with increasing pressure (Figure 2 and Table 154 
S1). At 12.7 GPa, diffraction peak indexing led to a monoclinic unit cell similar to that 155 
of the β-opx phase reported in previous studies (Dera et al. 2013a; Finkelstein et al. 156 
2015), and analysis of the symmetry also obtained a P21/c space group. The β-opx 157 
survived up to 15.0 GPa, and its structure was refined using the previously reported 158 
structure (Dera et al. 2013a) as the starting model (Table S3(b)). At 16.2 GPa, 159 
diffraction peak indexing and structural analysis yielded an orthorhombic unit cell with 160 
a Pbca space group (Figure 2 and Table S1), and the structure refinement indicated that 161 
this phase is the previously reported γ-opx (Table S3(c); Dera et al. (2013a)). The γ-opx 162 
persisted up to 28.8 GPa with its unit-cell parameters a, b, and c decreasing with 163 
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pressure (Figure 2). At 33.8 GPa, diffraction peak indexing also yielded an 164 
orthorhombic unit cell, but the structural analysis indicated a P21ca space group. Its 165 
structure was solved and refined with the P21ca space group (Table S3(d)), indicating 166 
that this structure is the same as the β-popx (Finkelstein et al. 2015). 167 

The unit-cell parameters varied differently through the phase transitions. As shown in 168 
Figure 2, as α-opx transforms to β-opx, the a and b increased by 0.3% and 0.7%, 169 
respectively; by contrast, the c decreased by 2.3%. In the second phase transition, the a 170 
and b increased by 0.2% and 0.3%, respectively, while the c decreased by 2.3%. In the 171 
γ-opx → β-popx transition, the a increased by 0.8% while the b and c decreased by 6.7% 172 
and 2.5%, respectively. The volume drops were 1.4%, 1.7%, and 6.3% for the α-opx → 173 
β-opx, β-opx → γ-opx, and γ-opx → β-popx transitions, respectively. 174 

The crystal structure of the α-opx has four crystallographically distinct polyhedra, 175 
M01O6 and M02O6 octahedra and Si01O4 and Si02O4 tetrahedra. M01O6 and M02O6 176 
octahedra connect each other to form layers parallel to the bc plane. Si01O4 and Si02O4 177 
tetrahedra separately form chains extending in the c direction. Si01O4 and Si02O4 178 
chains alternately separate the layers formed by M01O6 and M02O6 octahedra. Within 179 
the stable region of the α-opx, the bond lengths of the M01O6 octahedron decreased by 180 
2.3-4.4% as the pressure increased from room pressure to 11.5 GPa (Figure 3(a)); 181 
however, the bond lengths of the M02O6 octahedron varied differently with increasing 182 
pressure, as shown in Figure 3(a), the bond length of M02-O02 increased by 3.0% while 183 
the other bond lengths decreased by 1.6-11.0%. In comparison, as the pressure increases 184 
from room pressure to 11.5 GPa, the bond lengths of the Si01O4 and Si02O4 tetrahedra 185 
decreased by 0.2-1.2% and 0.1-3.1% (Figure 4(a)), respectively. The volumes of the 186 
M01O6 and M02O6 octahedra decreased by 10.0% and 11.0% (Figure 5(a)) over the 187 
pressure range of the α-opx, respectively, and the volumes of the Si01O4 and Si02O4 188 
tetrahedra decreased by 1.0% and 3.5% (Figure 5(b)), respectively. 189 

The distortion index, quadratic elongation, and bond angle variance parameters 190 
(Robinson et al. 1971) were used to evaluate the nonideality of the coordination 191 
polyhedra. As shown in Figure 6, at room pressure, the distortion index, quadratic 192 
elongation, and bond angle variance of the M02O6 octahedron are larger than the 193 
M01O6, indicating that the M01O6 octahedron is closer to the ideal octahedron in 194 
comparison to the M02O6 octahedron. As the pressure increased from room pressure to 195 
11.5 GPa, the distortion index of the M02O6 decreased by 41.4% (Figure 6) but the 196 
quadratic elongation and bond angle variance only decreased by 0.9% and 0.4%, 197 
respectively, in comparison, the distortion index, quadratic elongation, and angular 198 
variance of the M01O6 octahedron decreased by 1.9%, 0.1%, and 7.6%, respectively. 199 
The quadratic elongation of the Si01O4 and Si02O4 tetrahedra only decreased by 0.1% 200 
as the pressure increased to 11.5 GPa (Figure 7); however, the distortion index of the 201 
Si01O4 and Si02O4 tetrahedra decreased by 23.7% and 15.7%, respectively, and the 202 
bond angle variance of these two tetrahedra decreased by 17.7% and 21.5%, 203 
respectively. 204 

As the α-opx transformed into the β-opx, due to the symmetry change (Pbca → P21/c), 205 
the M01 and M02 were split into two crystallographically distinct sites (M01a/M01b 206 
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and M02a/M02b). As shown in Figure 5(a), at 14.2 GPa, the volumes of the M02aO6 207 
and M02bO6 octahedra are larger than the volumes of the M01aO6 and the M01bO6 208 
octahedra. Likewise, Si01 and Si02 were split into two Si01a/Si01b and Si02a/Si02b, 209 
respectively. The volumes of the Si01bO4 and Si02bO4 tetrahedra are larger than the 210 
volumes of the Si01aO4 and Si01bO4 tetrahedra (Figure 5(b)). Nevertheless, after the 211 
β-opx transformed into the γ-opx, only four crystallographically distinct cationic sites 212 
exist in the structure, two octahedrally coordinated (M01 and M02) and two 213 
tetrahedrally coordinated (Si01 and Si02) sites. Through the α-opx → β-opx → γ-opx 214 
phase transitions, the distortion index, quadratic elongation, and bond angle variance of 215 
the M01O6 octahedron did not change significantly (Figure 6) but the quadratic 216 
elongation and bond angle variance of the M02O6 octahedron decreased by 3.9% and 217 
77.3% (Figure 6(b-c)), respectively, when pressure increased from 11.5 to 17.3 GPa. 218 

At 33.8 GPa, as the γ-opx transformed into the β-popx, the octahedrally coordinated 219 
M01 and M02 split into M01a/M01b and M02a/M02b again, and the tetrahedrally 220 
coordinated Si01 and Si02 also split into Si01a/Si01b and Si02a/Si02b, due to the 221 
lowering of the symmetry from Pbca to P21ca (Figures 3-7). The coordination numbers 222 
of Si cations changed during this phase transition. As shown in Figure 4 and Tables S6-223 
S7, while the Si01a remained tetrahedrally coordinated, the other three Si cations 224 
increased in coordination number (Finkelstein et al. 2015). The Si01b cation was penta-225 
coordinated to form a highly distorted trigonal bipyramid (Figure 7(a)) with a distinctly 226 
longer Si01b-O (Si01b-O03 = 2.09(7) Å; Table S7) bond than the other four (1.47(6)-227 
1.90(7) Å). In comparison, Si02a and Si02b were octahedrally coordinated in the β-228 
popx (Figure 4(c)), and the Si-O bond lengths in the Si02aO6 and Si02bO6 octahedra 229 
were 1.64(7)-1.88(7) Å and 1.60(8)-1.89(6) Å (Table S7), respectively. 230 

The pressure-volume data of the α-opx and γ-opx were separately fitted to a Birch-231 
Murnaghan equation of state (BMEoS; Birch (1947)) using the Eosfit7c software 232 
package (Angel et al. 2014) to obtain their EoS parameters, and we did not fit the data 233 
of β-opx and β-popx to an EoS because of their limited data points. A third-order 234 
BMEoS fit to the data of the α-opx obtained the zero-pressure volume (VT0), zero-235 
pressure bulk modulus (KT0) and its pressure derivative (K′T0), VT0 = 858.4(3) Å3, KT0 = 236 
91(5) GPa, and K′T0 = 8.7(17); while VT0 = 858.4(3) Å3 and KT0 = 93(1) GPa were 237 
obtained when K′T0 was fixed at 8.0 (the K′T0 for En100; (Angel and Jackson 2002; Xu 238 
et al. 2018)). We also obtained VT0 = 828.2(76) Å3 and KT0 = 134(12) GPa for the γ-opx 239 
by fitting the pressure-volume data to the second-order BMEoS with fixed K′T0 = 4. 240 

Discussion 241 

Xu et al. (2018) observed after the α-opx → β-opx phase transition the β-opx → β-opxⅡ 242 
phase transition in a Ni-bearing Fe-free enstatite. However, this study revealed that the 243 
Ni-En31Fs65 underwent the α-opx → β-opx → γ-opx → β-popx phase transitions as the 244 
pressure increased from room pressure to 33.8 GPa, indicating that the β-opx → β-opxⅡ 245 
phase transition does not occur for the Ni-En31Fs65. In addition, the observation of the 246 
β-opx → γ-opx phase transition in this study indicates that the phase transition of Ni-247 
bearing Fe-rich orthopyroxene resembles Ni-free Fe-rich orthopyroxene (Figure 8). The 248 
α-opx → β-opx → γ-opx phase transitions mainly involve the SiO4 tetrahedral rotation 249 
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as the structural change as suggested by previous studies (e.g., Dera et al. 2013a), as a 250 
result, the c (the extending direction of the tetrahedra chains) is decreased much more 251 
significantly in comparison to the a and b (Figure 2) during these two phase transitions. 252 

Previous studies reported the occurrence of the β-popx as a high-pressure phase in 253 
En90Fs10 (Finkelstein et al. 2015) and En100 (Serghiou et al. 2000) but not yet in more 254 
Fe-rich orthopyroxenes. En90Fs10 transforms from the α-popx to the β-popx after the α-255 
opx → β-opx → α-popx phase transitions while En100 transforms into the β-popx from 256 
the β-opx (Figure 8). The results of this study indicate that the β-popx also occurs in 257 
Fe-rich orthopyroxenes at high pressure, although the transition path could be different 258 
from those of En90Fs10 and En100 (Figure 8). Unlike the α-opx → β-opx → γ-opx phase 259 
transitions, the γ-opx → β-popx phase transition is characterized by the coordination 260 
number increase in the Si cations. While half of the Si01 cations (Si01a) are still 261 
tetrahedrally coordinated in the β-popx as they are in the γ-opx, the other half (Si01b) 262 
increase from four to five in coordination number as the γ-opx transforms into β-popx. 263 
In comparison, all the Si02 (Si02a and Si02b) cations increase their coordination 264 
numbers from four in the γ-opx to six in the β-popx (Table S7). The increase in the 265 
coordination number of Si resulted in a much larger volume drop of γ-opx → β-popx 266 
phase transition (6.3%) in comparison to the α-opx → β-opx (1.4%) and the β-opx → 267 
γ-opx (1.7%) phase transition. 268 

The pressures of the phase transitions (Ptr) in the Ni-En31Fs65 follow the Ptr-composition 269 
relationship in the En-Fs solutions and the data do not show offset due to the presence 270 
of Ni. In addition, while the Ptr of the second (β-opx → γ-opx/α-popx) and third (γ-271 
opx/α-popx/β-opx → β-popx) transition are monotonously decreased by increasing Fe, 272 
our data confirm that there exists a offset around MEn = 50 for the first phase transition 273 
(α-opx → β-opx), and the Fe-effect on shifting the Ptr (α-opx → β-opx) is much more 274 
significant for orthopyroxenes within MEn < 50 than that within MEn > 50 (Figure 8). 275 
Therefore, we refined the metastable phase boundaries of orthopyroxenes by including 276 
the Ni-En31Fs65 data in the fitting (Table S8 and Figure 8), following the track of Xu et 277 
al., (2022). For the first phase transition, since there exists an offset around MEn = 50, 278 
we only fit MEn < 50 data points (En44Fs56, Ni-En31Fs65, En14Fs82, and Fs100), and the 279 
result is Ptr = 8.9(9) + 0.09(3)MEn, R2 = 0.86; for the second phase transition, a linear 280 
fitting of 7 data points (En90Fs10, En70Fs30, En55Fs45, En44Fs56, Ni-En31Fs65, En14Fs82, 281 
and Fs100) yield Ptr = 11.4(9) + 0.18(2)MEn, R2 = 0.95; for the third phase transition, 3 282 
data points (Ni-En31Fs65, En90, and En100) are used for a linear fitting, and the resulted 283 
formula is Ptr = 28.0(12) + 0.11(1)MEn, R2 = 0.98.           284 

Implications 285 

In cold subducting slabs, the temperature in the slab could be several hundred K lower 286 
than that of the normal mantle (Syracuse et al. 2010; King et al. 2015). Under such low-287 
temperature conditions, pyroxene could survive as metastable phases in the cold 288 
subducting slab to the transition zone, since the pyroxene → majorite transition is 289 
largely inhibited in geological time scales under the low-temperature conditions in the 290 
slab (Nishi et al. 2013; Van Mierlo et al. 2013). It has been proposed that metastable 291 
pyroxene transforms into akimotoite (Hogrefe et al. 1994) in the transition zone, which 292 
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plays an important role in subducting slab dynamics. However, in situ high-pressure 293 
XRD experiments (Pakhomova et al. 2017; Lazarz et al. 2019) suggest that metastable 294 
pyroxene likely does not transform into akimotoite directly. On the contrary, high-295 
pressure SCXRD experiments have revealed the pyroxene → post-pyroxene (like the 296 
γ-opx → β-popx phase transition in this study) transition in several pyroxene minerals. 297 
The post-pyroxene means that the structure remains pyroxene-like M01 and M02 sites, 298 
but five and six coordination exist in its Si cations (Finkelstein et al. 2015). 299 

Natural pyroxene minerals are divided in terms of their crystal structures (orthorhombic 300 
and monoclinic) into orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene (Nesse 2000). For the 301 
subducting slab, the most important end members of orthopyroxene are En100 and Fs100. 302 
Diopside (Di, CaMgSi2O6) and hedenbergite (Hd, CaFeSi2O6) are the most important 303 
end-member Ca-clinopyroxenes; jadeite (Jd, NaAlSi2O6) and aegirine (Aeg, 304 
NaFe3+Si2O6) are the most important end-member Na-clinopyroxenes. The common 305 
Ca- and Na-free end-member clinopyroxenes are clinoenstatite (Cen, MgSiO3) and 306 
clinoferrosilite (Cfs, FeSiO3).  307 

The pyroxene → post-pyroxene transition has been revealed at room temperature and 308 
high pressure in both orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene (Figure 9). The post-pyroxene 309 
structure of orthopyroxene has been obtained in En100 (Serghiou et al. 2000), En90 310 
(Finkelstein et al. 2015), and Ni-En31Fs65 (This study) at 39.0 GPa, 38.6 GPa, and 31.3 311 
GPa, respectively. In comparison, the pyroxene → post-pyroxene transition occurs at 312 
43.2 GPa in clinoenstatite (Lazarz et al. 2019) and 33.0 GPa in clinoferrosilite 313 
(Pakhomova et al. 2017). The Ca-clinopyroxenes transform from the initial pyroxene 314 
structure into their post-pyroxene structure at distinctly higher pressures than 315 
orthopyroxenes. As shown in Figure 9, the post-pyroxene structure occurs in Di75 (Hu 316 
et al. 2017) and Di97 (Plonka et al. 2012) at 51.8 GPa and 49.4 GPa, respectively. 317 
Synchrotron-based nuclear forward scattering experiment observed a phase transition 318 
in Hd100 between 53 and 68 GPa (Zhang et al. 1999) which might be related to the 319 
pyroxene → post-pyroxene transition. On the contrary, the pyroxene → post-pyroxene 320 
transition has not yet been reported in Na-clinopyroxene. SCXRD up to 30.4 GPa did 321 
not observe any phase transition in Jd100 (Posner et al. 2014); likewise, no phase 322 
transition occurs in a solid solution Di51Jd49 up to 47 GPa (Zhang et al. 2016). The 323 
pyroxene → post-pyroxene transition was also not obtained in Aeg100 up to 60 GPa (Xu 324 
et al. 2017b). Since the pyroxene → post-pyroxene transition seems to occur at lower 325 
pressures in Fe-rich pyroxenes than in Fe-poor pyroxenes (Figure 9), this phase 326 
transition might occur in Na-clinopyroxenes at pressures higher than 60 GPa. 327 

Therefore, the pyroxene → post-pyroxene transition seems unlikely to occur in the 328 
Earth’s transition zone (440-660 km) according to the results of in-situ room-329 
temperature high-pressure experiments. As shown in Figure 9, the pyroxene → post-330 
pyroxene transition occurs in Ni-En31Fs65 at 31.3 GPa (corresponding to a depth of 331 
~850 km) which has been the lowest pressure thus far that enables this phase transition. 332 
Increasing temperature likely enables this phase transition to occur at lower pressures 333 
than at room temperature (Hu et al. 2017). However, single-crystal XRD studies on 334 
pyroxene minerals at simultaneously high pressure and high temperature up to the 335 
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pressures corresponding to the transition zone depths are still limited. High-pressure-336 
temperature single-crystal XRD up to ~25 GPa and 800 K did not observe the pyroxene 337 
→ post-pyroxene transition in orthopyroxenes with various compositions (e.g., Xu et 338 
al. 2020). The post-pyroxene was also not observed in natural augite (Di74; Xu et al. 339 
2017a) and in a natural omphacite (Di57Jd43; Xu et al. 2019) at high pressure-340 
temperature up to ~25 GPa and 700 K. Geophysical modeling estimated the current 341 
temperatures in cold stagnant slab interior in the transition zone ranging from ~800 K 342 
to ~1200 K depending on the location of the slab (King et al. 2015). Therefore, more 343 
high-pressure-temperature investigations at temperatures up to 1200 K are needed on 344 
the pyroxene → post-pyroxene transition in different kinds of pyroxene for a better 345 
understanding of its role in the subducting slab dynamics. 346 
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Figure captions 479 

Figure 1. Left: a representative diffraction image of Ni-, Fe-bearing orthopyroxene at 480 
11.5 GPa, and the insert figure is a representative sample photo taken at 0.7 GPa. The 481 
rectangular area shows the zoomed-in region on the Right: zoomed-in diffraction 482 
images of the rectangular area on the left, which show diffraction peaks of opx in 483 
different phases. (a) α-opx at 11.5 GPa; (b) β-opx at 12.7 GPa; (c) γ-opx at 16.2 GPa; 484 
(d) α-popx at 33.8 GPa.  485 
 486 
Figure 2. Unit-cell parameters and volume (a-e) of Ni-En31Fs65 as a function of pressure 487 
in comparison with En100 (Hugh-Jones and Angel 1994; Periotto et al. 2012; Xu et al. 488 
2018) and Fs100 (Hugh-Jones et al. 1997; Xu et al. 2020); (f) Normalized unit-cell 489 
parameters of the Ni-En31Fs65 as a function of pressure and the shaded areas indicate 490 
the regions of the α-opx, β-opx, γ-opx, and β-popx. The red dashed lines shown in (a-491 
e) are for guidance only, while the red solid lines shown in (e) indicate the EoS fit for 492 
α-opx and γ-opx. 493 
 494 
Figure 3. M-O bond lengths in the MO6 octahedra as a function of pressure. (a), (b), 495 
(c), and (d) show the data in the region of the α-opx, β-opx, γ-opx and β-popx, 496 
respectively. 497 
 498 
Figure 4. Si-O bond lengths as a function of pressure. (a), (b), (c), and (d) show the 499 
data in the region of the α-opx, β-opx, γ-opx and β-popx, respectively. 500 
 501 
Figure 5. MO6 (a) and SiOx (x = 4 or 5 or 6) (b) polyhedral volumes of Ni-En31Fs65 as a 502 
function of pressure. The shaded areas indicate the metastable regions of the α-opx, β-503 
opx, γ-opx, and β-popx. 504 
 505 
Figure 6. Distortion index (a), quadratic elongation (b), and bond angle variance (c) of 506 
the MO6 octahedra of Ni-En31Fs65 as a function of pressure. The shaded areas indicate 507 
the stable regions of the α-opx, β-opx, γ-opx and β-popx. 508 
 509 
Figure 7. Distortion index (a), quadratic elongation (b), and bond angle variance (c) of 510 
the SiOx (x = 4 or 5 or 6) polyhedral volume of Ni-En31Fs65 as a function of pressure. The 511 
shaded areas indicate the regions of the α-opx, β-opx, γ-opx and β-popx. 512 
 513 
Figure 8. Pressure-induced phase transitions of orthopyroxene as a function of MEn 514 
(molar percentage of enstatite in the solid solution orthopyroxene). The shaded areas 515 
indicate the phase regions for the En-Fs solid solution (adapted from Figure 2 in Xu et 516 
al. (2022)). The dashed lines represent weighted regressions of the data (P-MEn, Table 517 
S8) for the phase transitions and the regression equation of each dashed line is shown 518 
nearby. Note that Ptr = 13.4(5) – 0.011(6)MEn, R2 = 0.43 is the formula adopted from 519 
Xu et al. (2022). The solid symbols represent the data of Ni-En31Fs65 obtained in this 520 
study. 521 
 522 
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Figure 9. Phase transition pressure of the pyroxene → post-pyroxene for orthopyroxene 523 
(En = enstatite) and clinopyroxene (Aeg = aegirine; Di = diopside; Cen = clinoenstatite; 524 
Cfs = clinoferrosilite). The insert figure at the bottom left shows a layer of typical chains 525 
formed by SiO4 tetrahedra in orthopyroxene while that at the top right shows a layer of 526 
SiO6 octahedra in post-pyroxene. 527 
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